Liposomes coated with N-trimethyl chitosan to improve the absorption of harmine in vivo and in vitro
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Abstract: In this study, harmine liposomes (HM-lip) were prepared through the thin-film hydration–pH-gradient method and then coated with N-trimethyl chitosan (TMC). Particle size, zeta potential, entrapment efficiency, and in vitro release of HM-lip and TMC-coated harmine liposomes (TMC-HM-lip) were also determined. Sprague Dawley rats were further used to investigate the pharmacokinetics in vivo. Retention behavior in mouse gastrointestinal tract (GIT) was studied through high-performance liquid chromatography and near-infrared imaging. Degradation was further evaluated through incubation with Caco-2 cell homogenates, and a Caco-2 monolayer cell model was used to investigate the uptake and transport of drugs. HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip with particle size of 150–170 nm, an entrapment efficiency of about 81%, and a zeta potential of negative and positive, respectively, were prepared. The release of HM from HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip was slower than that from HM solution and was sensitive to pH. TMC-HM-lip exhibited higher oral bioavailability and had prolonged retention time in GIT. HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip could also protect HM against degradation in Caco-2 cell homogenates. The uptake amount of TMC-HM-lip was higher than that of HM and HM-lip. TMC-HM-lip further demonstrated higher apparent permeability coefficient ($P_{app}$) from the apical to the basolateral side than HM and HM-lip because of its higher uptake and capability to open tight junctions in the cell monolayers. TMC-HM-lip can prolong the retention time in the GIT, protect HM against enzyme degradation, and improve transport across Caco-2 cell monolayers, thus enhancing the oral bioavailability of HM.
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Introduction

Oral administration has considerably developed because of its advantages over injection administration. Oral administration is widely accepted by patients because it is painless, and it improves patient compliance. However, an orally administered drug exhibits unsatisfactory bioavailability because it encounters many barriers. On one hand, a drug may not be efficiently absorbed because of its low solubility, low permeability, or efflux effect of p-glycoprotein (p-gp) in intestines.1 On the other hand, degradation by the enzymes secreted in intestines can also destroy the drug before it enters into the blood circulation.2 To overcome these obstacles, scholars have investigated various approaches, such as the use of permeability enhancers, p-gp inhibitors, or enzyme inhibitors, but obtained unsatisfactory results.3

Nanocarriers, such as liposomes, micelles, and nanoparticles, have gained considerable attention in the field of oral administration, because they can improve the bioavailability of orally administered drugs.4 Liposomes containing phospholipids and cholesterol can protect encapsulated drugs against enzyme degradation by the...
enzymes in the gastrointestinal tract (GIT) and reduce the first-pass effect. Encapsulated drugs must be gradually released from liposomes to prolong their residence time in the GIT. Various studies showed that liposomes can enhance the absorption of encapsulated drugs by intestinal epithelial cells through endocytosis, and thus improve the bioavailability. However, the stability of liposomes is not good as they may be damaged in gastric fluid and result in the rapid release of the encapsulated drugs. Therefore, polymers such as chitosan (CS) have been used to coat liposomes and improve their stability in vitro and in vivo.

CS, a pyran polysaccharide deacetylated from chitin, exhibits good biocompatibility, biodegradability, and nontoxicity. CS has been widely used to prepare nanocarriers such as micelles and nanoparticles. Nanoparticles based on CS and its derivatives, such as N-trimethyl CS (TMC), could enhance the oral bioavailability of encapsulated drugs by opening tight junctions in intestinal epithelial cells. Coating of anionic liposomes with CS and its derivatives via electrical attraction may result in charge reversal on their surface. Liposomes coated with CS or TMC maintain the capability to open tight junctions, improve absorption, and further prolong the residence time in GIT, and thus enhance the oral bioavailability.

Nowadays, Caco-2 cell monolayers have been widely used to study the absorption, cellular uptake, cytotoxicity, and metabolism and evaluate the behavior of oral drugs in intestines. Caco-2 cells are derived from human colon adenocarcinoma cells and can differentiate into cells in vitro similar to that of intestinal cells. The coexistence of enzymes and p-gp in Caco-2 cells is important for the evaluation of metabolism and efflux effect of oral drugs.

Harmine (HM), derived from Peganum harmala, is a β-carbol ine compound that exhibits antitumor effect. In this study, HM was encapsulated into liposomes and then coated with TMC. The pharmacokinetics of HM, HM-liposomes (HM-lip), and TMC-HM-lip in rats was studied by determining HM concentration in plasma after oral administration. To elucidate “double peaks” in the blood concentration curve after the oral administration of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip, the residence time in GIT was investigated through high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) and near-infrared (NIR) imaging. The uptake and transport across Caco-2 cell monolayers were also assessed to promote the absorption mechanism of liposomes coated with TMC.

Materials
CS (molecular weight [MW] of 8–10 kDa, deacetylation degree 93.1%) was purchased from Xingcheng Biochemical Co, Ltd (Nantong, People’s Republic of China). TMC was synthesized in our laboratory with a quaternization degree of 65% and an average MW of 6.5 kD.

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s Medium was provided by Hyclone (GE Healthcare Bio-Sciences Corp., Piscataway, NJ, USA). Fetal bovine serum, nonessential amino acids, and penicillin–streptomycin were purchased from Gibco (Grand Island, New York, NY, USA). All other reagents and solvents were of analytical grade and were commercially available.

Caco-2 cells were obtained from Fu Dan University (Shanghai, People’s Republic of China). Sprague Dawley rats weighing 250–300 g and Kunming mice with weights ranging from 18 to 22 g were provided by the Experimental Animal Center, Soochow University (Suzhou, People’s Republic of China). Female nude mice 4–6 weeks old were also provided by the same Experimental Animal Center. All animals were kept in an environment complying with the National Institutes of Health Guidelines for the care and use of laboratory animals. All animal procedures were performed following protocol approval by the Medical Ethics Committee of Soochow University.

Methods
Preparation, characterization, and in vitro release of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip
Preparation of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip
HM-lip was prepared through thin-film hydration according to the method reported by Guo et al with some modifications. Briefly, SPC/chol/HM (20/5/4, w/w) were dissolved in chloroform and dried through rotary evaporation at 37°C to form a thin film. The organic solvent was completely removed by drying under vacuum. The thin film was hydrated with 20 mL of 50 mM citric acid with shaking and mixing. To obtain high encapsulation efficiency, the pH of the suspension was adjusted to 6.8 with 50 mM Na2CO3. Liposomes with smaller particle sizes were obtained following probe sonication for 10 minutes.

An aliquot of HM-lip was mixed with the same volume of TMC (0.1%) in PBS (phosphate-buffered saline; pH 6.8) and then incubated at 4°C for 1 hour to prepare TMC-HM-lip.

Characterization of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip
The particle sizes and zeta potentials of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip were measured with a Zetamaster 3000H instrument (Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK). The surface morphologies of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip were viewed using an H-7000 model transmission electron microscope (Hitachi, Tokyo, Japan).
The entrapment efficiencies of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip were determined through ultracentrifugation method at 20,000×g and 4°C for 45 minutes. The amount of free drug in the supernatant was measured through HPLC under the following conditions: ODS column (GL Science, Torrance, CA, USA), mobile phase = methanol: 0.01 M (NH₄)₂SO₄; triethylamine solution (adjusted to pH 3.8 with phosphate) (60:40:0.6, v/v), flow rate = 1 mL/min, injection volume = 20 μL, and wavelength = 220 nm. Total drug in the suspension was determined by mixing HM-lip or TMC-HM-lip with methanol and then measured using HPLC. Entrapment efficiency was calculated using the following equation:

\[
EE\% = \frac{\text{Weight of encapsulated drug}}{\text{Weight of total drug}} \times 100\%
\]

Release of HM from HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip in vitro

The release of HM from HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip was investigated through dialysis method. Briefly, 2 mL of HM-lip, TMC-HM-lip, and HM (dissolved in pH 6.8 PBS, 2 mg/mL) solutions were loaded into a dialysis tube (MWCO =8,000). The dialysis tubes were immersed into 50 mL of release medium (0.1 mol/L HCl or pH 5.3, 6.8, and 7.4 PBS) and incubated in a constant temperature shaker at 37°C with a speed of 100 rpm. Samples (1 mL) were obtained at the predetermined time points and replaced with an equal volume of fresh medium. The concentration of HM in the release medium was measured using HPLC.

In vivo pharmacokinetic studies

Prior to experiment, SD rats were fasted for 24 hours and given free access to water. These rats were divided into four groups (n=6 per each group). HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip solutions (60 mg/kg) were intragastrically given to rats in groups 1–3, respectively. About 0.5 mL of blood samples was obtained from the femoral artery at predetermined time points. The blood samples were centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for 10 minutes to separate the blood cells from plasma. Briefly, 10 μL of tinidazole (100 μg/mL) was added to 0.2 mL of the plasma and set as the internal standard. The sample was alkalinized with 1 mL of saturated Na₂CO₃ solution and extracted with 5 mL of ethyl acetate. Ethyl acetate was dried in a water bath (80°C) and 0.2 mL of methanol was added to dissolve the residue. About 20 μL of methanol was measured through HPLC with the conditions as described in the “Characterization of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip” section. For comparison, the rats in group 4 were intravenously given an HM solution (20 mg/kg), and plasma HM was then measured.

Pharmacokinetic data were analyzed using the 3P97 software or origin 8.0. The peak concentration (Cmax) and the time consumed by HM to reach peak concentration (Tmax) in the plasma were obtained by 3P97 or through visual inspection from the concentration–time curve. The area under the concentration–time curve (AUC0–t) was calculated with 3P97 or origin 8.0.

Retentive behavior of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip in GIT

The retentive behavior of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip in the GIT of mice was evaluated using the method of Takeuchi et al17 with some modifications. Briefly, mice were separated into three groups and fasted for 24 hours before the test. Mice in groups 1–3 were given HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip (60 mg/kg), respectively. Three mice from each group were sacrificed, and their GITs were homogenized with 2 mL of methanol without washing at the predetermined time points. The homogenized suspension was centrifuged at 1,000 rpm for 10 minutes, and 1 mL of methanol in the supernatant was taken out. Methanol was dried in a water bath (80°C) and 0.2 mL of methanol was then added to dissolve the residue. The amount of drug in methanol was measured to obtain the residual amount of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip in the GIT of mice.

Dir-loaded liposomes (Dir-lip) and Dir-loaded liposomes coated with TMC (TMC-Dir-lip) were used to determine the retentive behavior in the GIT of mice. Dir-lip and TMC-Dir-lip were prepared using the method described in the “Preparation of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip” section with some modifications. Briefly, Dir-lip was prepared through thin-film hydration method without the pH-gradient method. TMC-HM-lip was obtained by coating Dir-lip with TMC (0.1%). The final concentration of Dir in Dir-lip and TMC-Dir-lip was 20 μg/mL. The concentration of lipids in Dir-lip and TMC-Dir-lip was similar to that in HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip.

Retentive behavior test was performed through NIR imaging. Nude mice fasted for 24 hours were orally administered with Dir-lip and TMC-Dir-lip. At the predetermined time points (2, 4, 6, 8, 12, and 24 hours) after administration, the fluorescent distribution was imaged with an in vivo imaging system at the wavelengths of λex 720 nm and λem 790 nm (IVIS Lumina II; Caliper Life Sciences, Hopkinton, MA, USA).18
Toxicity of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip to Caco-2 cells

The toxicity of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip against Caco-2 cells was evaluated using the MTT cytotoxicity assay reported by Lin et al with some modifications. Briefly, Caco-2 cells were seeded in 96-well plates at a cell density of $2 \times 10^5$ cells/well and incubated for 5 days before the test. The cells were incubated with cell medium replaced by different concentrations of HM, HM-lip, or TMC-HM-lip solution for 24 hours. Each well has 20 μL of MTT (5 mg/mL in PBS) added and then incubated for another 4 hours. The solution in each well was removed with 100 μL of dimethyl sulfoxide. Absorbance was determined through enzyme immunoassay at 570 nm, and cell viability was calculated using the following equation:

$$\text{Cell viability (\%)} = \frac{A_{\text{treated}} - A_0}{A_{\text{notreated}} - A_{\text{treated}}} \times 100\% \quad (2)$$

where $A_{\text{treated}}$ is the absorbance of the well treated with HM, HM-lip, or TMC-HM-lip, $A_0$ is the absorbance of the well with no cells, and $A_{\text{notreated}}$ is the absorbance of the well treated with blank medium.

Degradation of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip in Caco-2 cell homogenates

The degradation of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip in Caco-2 cell homogenates was determined using the method of Guan et al with some modifications. Caco-2 cells grown for 14 days were collected and mixed with 5 mL of ice-cold PBS. The cells were homogenized with a probe sonicator for 1 minute. Caco-2 cell homogenates were obtained through centrifugation of the suspension at 8,000 g for 10 minutes at 4°C, and supernatant was collected. Degradation was tested by mixing the cell homogenates with the same volume of HM, HM-lip, or TMC-HM-lip solution and then incubated at 37°C. At each predetermined time point, 0.1 mL of sample was obtained and mixed with 0.9 mL of methanol to terminate the reaction. The sample was centrifuged at 3,000 rpm, and the concentration of HM in each sample was measured through HPLC.

Uptake studies

The amounts of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip absorbed by Caco-2 cells were determined using the method reported by Guan et al with some modifications. Briefly, Caco-2 cells were seeded in 6-well plates at $1 \times 10^5$ cells/cm² and cultured for 15 days before the studies. On day 15, the medium was removed and Caco-2 cell monolayers were washed twice with PBS. The cell monolayers were incubated with 2 mL of PBS (with or without NaN₃, CyA, or CPZ) for 15 minutes. Preincubation was terminated, and PBS was replaced by 2 mL of the preincubated drug solution (HM, HM-lip, or TMC-HM-lip). The cells were washed with cold PBS three times after the incubation at predetermined time points. The cells were then removed using a cell scraper and homogenized with a probe sonicator for 1 minute. Around 1 mL of the homogenate was mixed with the same volume of methanol and then centrifuged at 3,000 rpm for 10 minutes to precipitate the proteins. The concentration of HM was measured through HPLC, and the uptake amount of HM into Caco-2 cells was determined. Protein content was also measured according to Bradford’s method.

Transport of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip across Caco-2 cell monolayers

Caco-2 cells were seeded onto a permeable polycarbonate insert (1.1 cm², 1 μm pore size) (Millipore, Billerica, MA, USA) at $1 \times 10^5$ cells/cm² and the insert was placed in 12-well tissue culture plates (Corning Inc, Corning, NY, USA). The cells were cultured for 21 days, and the integrity of the monolayers was assessed by measuring the transepithelial electrical resistance (TEER) of the monolayers and phenol red transport before the transport test.

The transport test across Caco-2 cells was performed using the method reported by Guan et al with some modifications. The Caco-2 cell monolayers were washed with the incubation medium twice after removing the culture medium. The monolayers were then preincubated with 0.5 and 1.5 mL of the incubation medium on the apical and basolateral sides, respectively, for 15 minutes at 37°C. The incubation medium was removed. About 0.5 mL of the incubation medium containing HM, HM-lip, or TMC-HM-lip was added to the apical side, and 1.5 mL of the unmodified incubation medium was added to the basolateral side to study the transport from the apical side to the basolateral side. The Caco-2 cell monolayers were incubated in an incubator at 37°C. Then, 0.05 mL of the sample was obtained from the basolateral side at 10, 30, 60, and 120 minutes, and the same volume of fresh incubation medium was added. For the study of transport from the basolateral side to the apical side, 1.5 mL of the incubation medium containing HM, HM-lip, or TMC-HM-lip and 0.5 mL of the unmodified incubation medium were added to the opposite side. Samples were obtained from the apical side.

The HM concentration in each sample was measured through HPLC as described in the “Characterization of...
HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip” section, and the Papp was calculated according to the following equation:

$$P_{app} = \frac{dQ}{dt} \frac{A}{C_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $dQ/dt$ is the slope of the cumulative HM amount transported during the time of 2 hours, $A$ is the area of the insert (1.1 cm$^2$), and $C_0$ is the starting concentration of HM, HM-lip, or TMC-HM-lip.

The TEER of Caco-2 monolayers was measured with a resistance meter during the time course of the study.

### Results

**Characterization of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip**

The particle sizes, zeta potentials, and entrapment efficiencies of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip are shown in Table 1. After coating with TMC, the particle size of liposomes increased, but their entrapment efficiency did not change. The zeta potential of HM-lip was negative, whereas that of TMC-HM-lip was positive, indicating that the surface of HM-lip was successfully coated with TMC (Figure 1).

### Table 1 Characterization of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Size (nm)</th>
<th>PDI</th>
<th>Zeta potential (mV)</th>
<th>EE (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HM-lip</td>
<td>155.0±14.5</td>
<td>0.159±0.018</td>
<td>-18.4±2.7</td>
<td>80.90±0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TMC-HM-lip</td>
<td>172.0±15.2</td>
<td>0.188±0.012</td>
<td>16.6±3.5</td>
<td>81.20±0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: HM-lip, harmine liposomes; TMC, N-trimethyl chitosan; TMC-HM-lip, TMC-coated harmine liposomes; PDI, polydispersity index; EE, entrapment efficiency.

**Figure 1** Particle size distribution of HM-lip (A) and TMC-HM-lip (B). TEM of HM-lip (C) and TMC-HM-lip (D).

**Abbreviations**: HM-lip, harmine liposomes; TMC-HM-lip, TMC-coated harmine liposomes; TMC, N-trimethyl chitosan; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.
Release of HM from HM, HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip in vitro

The release of HM from HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip solutions in vitro is shown in Figure 2. The release of HM was pH dependent, as indicated by the fast release in low-pH medium and the slow release in high-pH medium. The release of HM from HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip was slower than that from HM solution, particularly in PBS with pH 6.8 and pH 7.4. Hence, HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip exhibited sustained-release capability in the intestines and plasma. Conversely, HM released rapidly from HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip in 0.1 mol/L HCl, because of the improved solubility of HM at lower pH.

In vivo pharmacokinetic studies

The plasma concentration–time curve and pharmacokinetic parameters of HM after administering HM in different formulations intravenous (IV) or intragastric (IG) to rats are shown in Figure 3 and Table 1, respectively. As shown in Figure 3, the elimination rate of HM IG was faster than that of HM-lip IG and TMC-HM-lip IG. The bioavailability of HM through oral administration was lower (29.16%), and that of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip increased to 50.93% and 73.11%, respectively. An interesting feature observed in Figure 3 is the presence of double peaks in the plasma concentration–time curve of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip IG.

Retentive behavior of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip in GIT

As shown in Figure 4, the gastric emptying of HM solution was so rapid, causing the retention amount in the stomach to decrease by about 10% within 1 hour. The retention amount of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip was higher than that of HM in the stomach. Moreover, the retention amount of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip in the small intestine was lower than that in the stomach, suggesting that HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip were rapidly absorbed in the small intestine. The total retention amount in the GIT was arranged in the following order: TMC-HM-lip > HM-lip > HM solution. Hence, TMC-HM-lip and HM-lip moved slower than HM in the GIT of mice.

Figure 5 shows that the fluorescence intensity of nude mice given TMC-Dir-lip gastrointestinal was stronger than for those given Dir-lip at almost all time points after oral administration, indicating that TMC-Dir-lip moved slower than Dir-lip in the GIT of nude mice.

Figure 2 Release of HM from HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip solution in different release mediums (A) 0.1 M HCl, (B) pH 5.3 PBS, (C) pH 6.8 PBS, and (D) pH 7.4 PBS. n=3.

Abbreviations: HM, harmine; HM-lip, harmine liposomes; TMC, N-trimethyl chitosan; TMC-HM-lip, TMC-coated harmine liposomes; PBS, phosphate-buffered saline.
Toxicity of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip to Caco-2 cells
The toxicity of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip to Caco-2 cells was evaluated through MTT assay, and the results are shown in Figure 6. The cell viability of Caco-2 cells was almost 100% after incubation with HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip solutions at HM concentrations ranging from 10 to 100 μg/mL. The cell viability was higher than 90% when treated with HM at 200 μg/mL. Hence, HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip exhibited almost no toxicity to Caco-2 cells at the concentration of 10–200 μg/mL.

Degradation of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip in Caco-2 cell homogenates
As shown in Figure 7, the degradation of HM in Caco-2 cell homogenates was very rapid resulting in more than 60% of HM being degraded within 120 minutes. Conversely, the degradation of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip was slower, with more than 80% of drug retained within the same time. Hence, HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip can protect HM from degradation in Caco-2 cell homogenates.

Uptake studies
Effect of time on the uptake of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip
As shown in Figure 8, the uptake of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip (40 μg/mL) into Caco-2 monolayers was...
approximately linear in relation to time at 37°C from 0 to 60 minutes. The uptake of HM was saturated within a shorter time than that of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip. Considering the optimal absorption rate, cell characteristics, and operational feasibility, 30 minutes was set as the uptake time for the next experiments.

Effect of concentration on the uptake of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip

Figure 9 shows the effect of concentration on the uptake of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip by Caco-2 cell monolayers. The uptake of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip increased as the concentration increased. The uptake of HM was linear in relation to the concentration from 20 to 80 μg/mL at 37°C. As concentrations were increased to 80 μg/mL, the uptake of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip showed a saturation phenomenon and was not linear.

Effect of inhibitors

The effects of the energy inhibitor NaN₃, p-gp inhibitor CyA, and endocytosis inhibitor CPZ on the uptake of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip into Caco-2 cells are shown in Figure 10. The uptake of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip were significantly higher than that of HM when not treated with any inhibitors. The three inhibitors did not affect the uptake of HM. However, the uptake of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip was increased by NaN₃ and CPZ, but was not affected by
CyA. These results suggested that passive transport was the main uptake mechanism of HM into Caco-2 cells and that endocytosis may be the main uptake mechanism of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip.

**Bidirectional transport of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip across Caco-2 cell monolayers**

The results of the bidirectional transport of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip across the Caco-2 cell monolayers at a dose of 40 μg/mL at 37°C are shown in Figure 11. TMC-HM-lip and HM-lip could significantly improve the transport of HM from the apical side to the basolateral side, with $P_{app(AL–BL)}$ increasing from $(5.11 \pm 0.69) \times 10^{-6}$ to $(12.79 \pm 1.617) \times 10^{-6}$ and $(19.12 \pm 1.20) \times 10^{-6}$, respectively. However, the $P_{app(AL–BL)}$ of TMC-HM-lip and HM-lip was lower than that of HM. The $P_{app(AL–BL)}/P_{app(BL–AL)}$ ratios of TMC-HM-lip (4.97) and HM-lip (3.79) were higher than that of HM (1.27), indicating that TMC-HM-lip and HM-lip improved the absorption of HM.

The TEER values of the Caco-2 monolayers treated with unmodified medium, medium with HM, HM-lip, TMC-HM-lip (40 μg/mL), and TMC (0.1%, w/w) are shown in Figure 12. The TEER of the cell monolayers treated with unmodified medium, medium with HM, or HM-lip minimally decreased by lower than 15%. However, the reduction of TEER was higher than 30% in the cell monolayers treated with TMC-HM-lip. Furthermore, the reduction was high (at about 50%) in the Caco-2 cell monolayers treated with TMC solution. The reduction of TEER resulted from the opening of tight junctions by TMC-HM-lip and TMC.23
method was an appropriate method to obtain high encapsulation efficiency when these drugs were encapsulated into liposomes.\textsuperscript{26} HM-lip could be coated with TMC to prepare TMC-HM-lip via the electrostatic interaction between anionic phospholipids and canonic TMC, resulting in minimal increase in particle size and charge reversal in the zeta potential of HM-lip.\textsuperscript{27}

HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip could protect HM against degradation in Caco-2 cell homogenates (Figure 8), reduce the first-pass effect, and thus improve the oral bioavailability. The uptakes of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip into Caco-2 cells occurred via the clathrin-mediated endocytic pathway, which can be saturated and affected by endocytosis inhibitors (CPZ) and energy inhibitors (Na\textsubscript{+})\textsubscript{(aq)} (Figures 9 and 10).\textsuperscript{28} The uptake amounts of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip into Caco-2 cells were higher than that of HM if they did not reach the saturation concentration (Figure 9). In consideration of the positive charges, TMC-HM-lip can be easily absorbed and can further improve the uptake of HM-lip. Figure 11 showed that TMC-HM-lip exhibited the highest $P_{\text{app(AL–BL)}}$, indicating that TMC-HM-lip can demonstrate the highest transport amount across Caco-2 monolayers and the optimal absorption in the intestines. The optimal absorption of TMC-HM-lip could be attributed to the following: 1) the uptake of TMC-HM-lip was the highest, and some TMC-HM-lip were transported via the transcellular pathway and 2) TMC coated on TMC-HM-lip contributed to the opening of the tight junctions among Caco-2 cell monolayers and some TMC-HM-lip were transported via the paracellular pathway (Figure 12).\textsuperscript{29} In addition, the longest retention time in the mouse GIT was demonstrated by TMC-HM-lip. Prolonging the retention time of drugs in the GIT can help improve their oral bioavailability (Figures 4 and 5). As a result, the oral bioavailability of TMC-HM-lip (59.53% ± 12.58%) was higher than that of HM-lip (39.01% ± 7.69%) and HM (25.25% ± 6.05%) (Figure 3 and Table 2).

The double peaks observed in the plasma concentration–time curve of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip IG was a rare phenomenon. These peaks may not be attributed to the effect of enterohepatic circulation, because the plasma concentration–time curve of orally administered HM did not exhibit double peaks. Considering the release in vitro (Figure 2), pharmacokinetics (Figure 3), and retentive behavior of HM, HM-lip, and TMC-HM-lip (Figures 4 and 5), we speculated that the “double-peaks” may be caused by the following: a part of HM was rapidly split from HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip in the GIT and thus rapidly absorbed resulting in the first peak, and then
another part of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip transferred into the small intestine from the stomach and was thus absorbed later because of the retention effect in the GIT (mainly in the stomach), resulting in the second peak. As TMC-HM-lip exhibited a stronger retention effect and better absorption, the second peak of TMC-HM-lip was higher than that of HM-lip (Figure 3).

In the retentive behavior test, HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip moved slower than HM in the GIT. HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip were mainly stranded in the stomach; hence, they exhibited delayed gastric emptying. With larger particle sizes and positive zeta potential, TMC-HM-lip presented stronger mucoadhesive and gastroretentive properties and further prolonged the retention time in the GIT. However, the retention amounts of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip in the small intestine was lower than that in the stomach. As shown in Figure 11, the $P_{\text{aPL-BL}}$ values of HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip were higher than $10^{-5}$, indicating that HM-lip and TMC-HM-lip can be rapidly absorbed by intestinal epithelial cells. These results agreed with the findings of Sugihara et al. but differ from the findings of Takeuchi et al. Further in vivo studies must be performed to investigate the sites where liposomes are mainly stranded.

Conclusion
In summary, TMC-HM-lip can prolong the retention time in the GIT, protect HM from enzyme degradation, and improve transport across intestinal epithelial cells, thus enhancing the oral bioavailability of HM.
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Table 2 Pharmacokinetic parameters of HM in rats (mean ± SD, n=5)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Route</th>
<th>Formulation</th>
<th>Dose (mg/kg)</th>
<th>$C_{\text{max}}$ (μg/mL)</th>
<th>AUC (μg h/mL)</th>
<th>BA (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IV</td>
<td>HM</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>12.88±1.25</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HM-lip</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>3.1±0.32</td>
<td>9.76±2.34</td>
<td>25.25±6.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IG</td>
<td>HM-lip</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>1.89±0.43</td>
<td>15.08±2.97**</td>
<td>39.01±7.69**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>TMC-HM-lip</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>2.67±1.05</td>
<td>23.00±4.86*</td>
<td>59.53±12.58**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *P<0.05, **P<0.01, versus HM IG.

Abbreviations: HM, harmine; AUC, area under the concentration–time curve; BA, bioavailability; IV, intravenous; IG, intragastric; HM-lip, harmine liposomes; TMC, N-trimethyl chitosan; TMC-HM-lip, TMC-coated harmine liposomes.


